STATE AND LOCAL SCHOOL FUNDING FACT SHEET

TROUSDALE COUNTY SCHOOLS

STATE AND LOCAL FUNDING PER STUDENT: $7,834 ($9,009 state average)
BEP FUNDING PER STUDENT: $7,314 (79% state, 21% local)
LOCAL FUNDING ABOVE BEP: $520 (6.6% local addition)
TOTAL LOCAL FUNDING ABOVE BEP: 6.6%
STATE PERCENTAGE - FUNDING PER STUDENT: 74.1%
LOCAL PERCENTAGE - FUNDING PER STUDENT: 25.9%

Regional and State Averages

SOUTHEAST AVERAGE STATE/LOCAL FUNDING PER STUDENT: $10,214
TN AVERAGE STATE AND LOCAL FUNDING PER STUDENT: $9,009
BEP AVERAGE PER STUDENT: $7,132

Note: Federal funds are not calculated in this fact sheet. On average, federal funds comprise 11% of LEA funding.

Sources:
State and Local Funding: Annual Statistical Report, Tennessee Department of Education
Southeast Average State and Local Funding: NEA Rankings and Estimates, 2020